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New Units in Aerology 

By Alexander McAdie 

IN the Monthly Weather Review for August, 1908, 

the writer described a method of presenting pressure 

variations in percentages or permillages of a standard 

atmosphere. The paper was extensively commented 
upon and a particularly valuable review printed in a 

later issue, March, 1909, by Dr. W. Koppen of the 

Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg, who pointed out that 

if pressures were measured in bars or millibars, as 

employed by Bjerknes and Sandstrom in 1906 and 
proposed by others before and after that date, then 

all the advantages of the percentage system advocated 

by me would be realized, with the additional gain that 

all pressures would then be expressed in dynamic units 

in the C. G. S. system, that is, 1 millibar = 1 dyne. 
This result is attained by making 750.1 millimeters 

the base pressure instead of 760.0 millimeters. The 
new base is the pressure at a height of 106 meters 
(348 feet), above sea level. In other words, instead 

of using the pressure indicated by 760 millimeters 

(29.92 inches), which in force units would be 1,013,303 

dynes, obtained by multiplying 1,033.291 grammes 
per square centimeter by the normal acceleration 

of gravity, 980.6 5, we use the force corresponding 
to a pressure reading of 750.1 millimeters (29.532 

inches). Dr. Koppen also presented to the Aerological 

Congress at Monaco, April, 1909, a strong plea for 

the use of dynes. At the close of this paper is given 

a short bibliography of the various proposals to use 
C. G. S. units in measuring atmospheric pressure. 

The International Commission for the scientific investi

gation of the upper air, meeting at Vienna in 1912, 

adopted the following resolutions proposed by Bjerknes: 

"Pressure shall be expressed in bars or in decimal 
parts thereof, decibars, centibars, or millibars, instead 

of millimeters of mercury. This resolution will become 

operative only when the International Meteorological 

Committee has assented to it. 
"Dynamic heights in dynamic meters shall he given 

instead of geometric heights 'in ordinary meters.' 

"Heights at which the following pressures are found 

shall hI' given: 
1000 millibars (=7;;0 mm. Hg.).(=ZDRH mereury inchps ) 

900 millihars (=67;; mm. Hg.).(=Z6.G78 mereury inehes) 

800 millibars (=600 mm. Hg. ).( =2:Hi2 5 mercury inches) 

700 millihars (= 525 mm. Hg.).( =20.672 mercury inches) 

600 millihars (=4;;0 mm. Hg.).(= 17.71D mercury inches) 

500 millibars (=:37.') mm. Hg.).(= 14.7(j6 m(,rcury inehes) 
400 millibars (=aoo mm. Hg.).( =11.S12 mercury inches) 

300 millibars (=225 mm. Hg.).( = KS51hnereury inches) 

200 millibars (= 1;;0 mm. Hg.).( = ;;.9Ofi lIwrcury inches) 

100 millibars (= 7 5 mm. Hg.).(= 2.Dfi:{mereury inches) 

In the quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological 

Society for April, una, and in various meteorological 

publications of continental };urope, especially the 

M eteorologische Zeitschrifl, BjPTkm's, Koppen, Trabert, 

Gold and others have discussed the proposal to publish 
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pressure values in absolute units and also the use of 
the dynamic meter. While Trabert and some physicists 

object, the general opinion appears to be that for scien

tific purposes at least these units for pressure should 

be used without further delay. 
It seems to the writer that we should also as soon as 

possible publish temperatures as measured from the 

absolute zero on the Centigrade scale and furthermore 

as speedily as possible use definite units for wind velocity 
in meters per second, wind direction in degrees and 

precipitation in millimeters. In the A merican Journal 

of Science, October, 1910, the writer has discussed 

these various new units and given values for such of 

the constants as are most frequently employed in 
aerological work. 

The object of the present paper however is to call 

attention to a convenient method of converting pres

sure readings, as given on an ordinary aneroid barometer, 

into dynes. We also show how the record of an ordi
nary barograph can be readily converted into dynes. 

Fig. 1 shows an ordinary wall aneroid such as can be 

purchased for about $10. A graduated sheet is pasted 

Fig. l.-Barometer showing pressure in dynes. 

Fig. 2.-Barograph record showing variation of 

pressure in percentage of standard pressure of 
one million dynes. 

over that portion of the glass case generally emblazoned 

with "Fair," "Dry," "Wet," "Very Wet," "Stormy," 
which in itself is a decided gain as it eliminates these mis

leading legends. The figure 100 on the new scale is brought 

in line with the reading 29.53. This represents the 

pressure of 1 megadyne. Every whole number rep
resents 10,000 dynes and every tenth 1,000 dynes. 

One can therefore read off the equivalent in dynes 
for any given pressure in inches or millimeters. Also 

since the dynes are decimals one may read off directly 
the variations in pressure in pereentages of a standard 

atmosphere. Thus, if the reading of the innermost 

dial were 3, this would mean that the pressure was 
3 per cent above a standard pressure, whereas if the 

reading were 98, one would know that the pressure 

was 2 per cent below a standard pressure. The total 
variation of the two readings would be 5 per cent and 

the meaning of this, that there had been a variation 
of pressure, measured in units of force, of 50,000 dynes. 

In Fig. 2 the ordinary barograph sheet has had 

printed over the usual scale divisions a series of black 

lines so arranged that one ean read the pressure in inches 
or dynes. 

Both methods have been in use at San Francisco 

since 1910 in the Weather Bureau office and on the 

floor of the Chamber of Commerce and no difficulties 

have been experienced. The new method greatly 
simplifies compilation at the end of the month. 

HISTORY OF MOVEMENT. 
B. A. A. S., 1888 meeting, page 28. A committee 

of the British Association proposed the use of the 

Barad, pressure of one megadyne per square centimeter. 
Monthly Weather Review, vol. xxvi, 1898, page 

314, Cleveland Abbe discusses measurement of pres

sure in standard units of force. 
C. E. Guillaume proposed to International Congress 

of Physicists in 1900, use of megadyne under the name 

Barye; and this was favorably reported by a committee 
of the Congress. (Travaux Congr. Int. Phys., Paris, 

1900, t. iv., pp. 61 and 62.) 
Sandstrom and Helland-Hansen in their report on 

"Marine Investigation," dated 1902, used the mega

dyne and the unit of atmospheric pressure and also for 

hydrostatic pressure. 
Bjerknes and Sandstrom, in 1906, used the unit 

bar as mentioned by Koppen, Quarterly Journal Royal 

Met. Soc., April, 1909. 
Monthly Weather Review, August, 1908, New Units. 

Monthly Weather Review, March, 1909. 
New Units in Aero-physics, McAdie, American Journal 

of Science, vol. xxx, October, 1910. 

During 1910 Koppen, Shaw, Gold, Harwood, Dines, 

McAdie and others have used the bar in discussing 

aerological data. 

Shaw, in his "Forecasting Weather," 1911, has a 

chapter on the C. G. S. system of meteorological units. 
The Carnegie Institution has published two volumes 

by Bjerknes on "Dynamic Meteorology and Hydro

graphy," 1910, 1911. 

The Frick Electric Steel Induction Furnace * 

Results Achieved at the Krupp Plant at Essen 

AN important paper of great length on "The ];leetric 
Refining of Steel in an Induction Furnace of Special 

Type " was read by Otto l<'rick, London, before the Brus

sels meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute. The author 
devotes much space to the future development of the 

electric furnace, not so much from a general point of view 

as from that of the use of the l<'rick induction furnace, his 

own invention. The conclusions presented are based en
tirely on results obtained in the Frick furnaces at the 

Krupp works in Essen, Gl'rInany. Mr. l<'rick believes 

"the time will come when half the steel produced will 

have been passed through the electric furnace." The 

salient points in the paper are abstracted as follows: 

THE INSTALLATION AT KHUPP'S. 
Two furnaces of the Frick type arp at work in Essen. 

The first furnace came into rl'gular operation in August, 
1908. Thp second furnace, originally of the Kjellin type, 

was rebuilt on the same principle as the first Friek fur
nace. The data relating to these furnaees are: 

Haw materials .............. eold scrap of good analysis 

Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 tOllS 

Kilowatts for which furnaee 

designed ................. 736 

Actual working capacity ..... 8.5 tons 

Weight of casts . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.5 tons 
Average power used . . . . . . .. 6 50 kilowatts 

Frequency ................. 5 cycles per se(Jond 

Voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,000 

Power factor, cosine'" at 8.5 
tons .............. ...... 0.3 5 

,.. Reproduced from The Iron Age 

A verage duration of one heat 6 hours 4 5  minutes 
Theoretical power consumption per ton, 432 kilowatt

hours calculated. 

Average electrical loss ................. , 4 . 5  per cent 
Average radiation loss .................. 160 kilowatts 

Average total efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70 per cent 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 give a clear idea of the design of the 
IO-ton 1,000 horse-power, Frick furnace at Essen, 

Fig. 1 showing the longitudinal section, Fig. 2 the 
transverse section, and Fig. 3 the plan. 

The furnaces are used for the melting of cold scrap into 

various products. Table I gives the analysis and the 

mechanical properties of a number of steels made in these 

Fig. I.-Longitudinal section. 

furnaces. In designing the furnace an attempt was made 
to fulfill the following conditions: 

CONDITIONS TO BE MET. 
Rotating Cover.-As the furnace was to be used for 

melting cold scrap only without any refining, the original 
type with a rotating cover was chosen, specially designed 

for the treatment of cold scrap and offering the advantage 
of easy charging and distribution over the whole crucible 
without any delay or trouble. The rotating cover further 

facilitates the supervision of the metal and of the furnace 

walls. Additions of slag or alloys are quickly and evenly 
distributed over the bath. 'I'he design of the cover has 

proved most satisfactory for its purpose. 

Fig. 2.-Transverse section. 

Ten-ton Frick furnace, 1,000 horse-power, at the Krupp Works, Essen, Germany. 
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